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Monograph
First reference

Subsequent reference

Edition

Greyerz, *Von der Dargestellten Person*, 77.

Two authors

Bassnett and Lefevere, *Constructing Cultures*, 105.

Chapter in a book

Smith, "Towards a History," 33.

Article in a journal

Martin, "Context and Contradiction," 422.

Translations

Koselleck, *Futures Past*, 204.
Translation of titles
Lim, *Minjogju-uineunban-yeog-ida*.

Article in a newspaper or magazine
Spinola, "Glocken," Z1.

Conference talk
Koselleck, "Goethes Geschichte," 5.

Dissertation
Anna Mitric, "From Good Society to Good Form: Civility and National Identity in English Fiction (1790-1815, 1915-1945)" (PhD diss., University of Virginia, 2003), 211-213.
Mitric, "From Good Society," 307.

Internet sources
fixed archive
Mitchell Green, "Speech Acts."

dynamic or undated websites
Hallym Academy of Sciences, "Compilation."